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SERVICE DESCRIPTION
Cyber Security Awareness Service:
Support customers to understand how much their end
users know about the cyber security threats; their networks
face and the risks they introduce. End users are considered
the weakest link and the primary vulnerability within a
network. Organizations allocate funding to protect their
networks from outside threats and reduce vulnerabilities.
Being that end users are a major vulnerability, technical means to improve security are not enough:
organizations must also provide training for a personal awareness of cyber security, educate
employees on current threats and how to avoid them.
People play a vital role in Cybersecurity. There are no Processes or Technology able to resist a
Human Error. Therefore, raising awareness is vital to increase Security but it is required to involve
people. The goal of the Cybersecurity Awareness Service is to involve all People and educate them
to change habits and endorse Security as an attitude.
Risk Communication and Education. Educate all relevant stakeholders to understand the risk
associated with using the CIS for the objectives currently being undertaken.

VALUE PROPOSITION
Support to Cyber Security – Inform. This service enables improved cooperation between Cyber
security entities, better representation of cyber security domain and improved representation of
Cyber security requirements and priorities. Risk Communication and Education educates relevant
stakeholders to understand the risk associated with using the CIS for the objectives currently being
undertaken.
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SERVICE FEATURES
This service is comprised of the following features:
The human element, the most efficient way to educate customer employees on how to fortify
the human element of your company's security is through cybersecurity awareness training. For
remote workers in particular, phishing, social engineering, compromised passwords and weak
network security can expose your business to attackers.
On-demand training, cybersecurity training is typically done on demand, as an online program,
so that it can be completed at the learner's own pace, taken anywhere, and repeated as often as
necessary. Since nobody learns when they are bored, training that engages the learner is key to
actually changing user behavior.
Completed periodically, to keep employees fresh on how to protect themselves online, and
make them aware of new, emerging threats and attack techniques, it is recommended that training
be completed at periodically. Many business compliance or insurance requirements also mandate
periodical training.
Risk Communication and Education: Educate all relevant stakeholders to understand the risk
associated with using the CIS for the objectives currently being undertaken.

ADDED VALUE OF OUR SERVICE
Easy to setup. Start the first training in just few minutes with Hardsecure cloud-based security
awareness training solution.
Engaging. We do Cybersecurity Awareness training without be boring, we made it fun and
engaging.
Customized Cybersecurity awareness (layouts, videos, contents and technical attacks) in
accordance with type of business that our customers do.
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Our cybersecurity training help to save your money, since it helps you reduce the number of
breaches that need to be remediated, the amount of downtime and man-hours spent on post-infection
recovery, and even the number of ransoms that the customer must pay hackers to get ransomed data
back.

SERVICE QUOTE REQUEST
For further information, please contact us using one of the following means:
“Hardsecure – Cyber Security Awareness Service” form (available on the service page on
the website)
Contact Hardsecure Account Management:
(+351) 218 278 126 (PT)
(+44) 204 538 6686 (UK)
(+1) 202 2318 9859 (USA)
geral@hardsecure.com
Website:
https://en.hardsecure.com ("Request Proposal" form).
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